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Casey’s Cleaning 30,000 Buy-In $15,000
Lower
investment

Quick
Start-Up

Low
Overhead

• FRANCHISE FEE $15,000
• ROYALTY IS 5% OF GROSS
REVENUES
• BRAND FUND IS 1% OF GROSS
REVENUE
• START UP COST RANGES
FROM $52,600 TO 67,120
• WILL WORK WITH BUDGETS
AS LOW AS $5,000

108 Manchester Avenue, Forked River, NJ 08731

www.caseyscleaningfranchise.com
Phone : (609) 242-1466

●

cindy@caseyscleaning.com

DOWNLOAD
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OPPORTUNITY TYPES
●
●
●

SINGLE-TERRITORY
MULTI-TERRITORY
EMPIRE BUILDER

LAWN DOCTOR IS A
LOW-COST INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY BECAUSE IT
REQUIRES:
●
●

●

No retail location to build out
Limited equipment and
infrastructure
Limited initial staffing

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES!

800.989.1903

franchiseinformation@lawndoctor.com
www.lawndoctorfranchise.com

We’re a Happinest Company

Itching

FOR A NEW
OPPORTUNITY?
START YOUR OWN FRANCHISE

YOUR OWN PROTECTED TERRITORY
As a franchise owner, you'll have your own exclusive area.
LOW STARTUP COST
Mosquito Hunters offers some of the lowest startup costs in the industry.
BE THE BOSS
Choose Yourself. You get to be in charge of exactly how you run your business.

LET’S FIND OUT. GET IN TOUCH.
855-4-A-HUNTER (1-855-424-8683)
franchiseinformation@mosquitohunters.com
WWW.MOSQUITOHUNTERSFRANCHISE.COM

We’re a Happinest Company

FRANCHISE WITH US

(800) 326-6243

ecomaids values

AN OPPORTUNITY TO BUILD
YOUR LEGACY

promoting
sustainable living

ecomaids is the leading innovator of
environmentally responsible, nontoxic residential cleaning services for
families throughout the country.

supporting our local
communities
saving the planet,
one spotless home
at a time

franchiseinformation@ecomaids.com
www.ecomaids.com/franchise-opportunities
We’re a Happinest Company
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HOME SERVICES
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IN THE TOP 5
MOST POPULAR
INDUSTRIES.

LOOKING FOR

Home Services
Franchises?

Starting your own business is always difficult. However, right now the home services business is booming.
If you are looking to open your own business in one of the home services sectors, franchising might be an
ideal solution. Statistics show that in the US, one of the largest uses of franchising is in home services. In
fact, it is in the top five most popular industries for using this business model.
Owning a home services franchise can provide many unique benefits and advantages especially for a
first-time investor. In this issue, we will walk you through the industry and why operating a franchise is a
great idea both financially and for your lifestyle. We have great articles
to guide you.
The franchise model is one of the best systems; you don't need to
reinvent the wheel. Franchising offers huge support. This means that
you will get guidance with things like general administration, marketing, advertising, and setting up the business. With franchising, you get
to work with people who are already experienced and established in
the industry. This makes getting started a whole lot faster, as you can
rely on the franchise to help you to build your business, making it a
quicker way to find success.
Franchisors will support you with on-going training and operating
procedures. You will get well-established guidelines to help grow
your business. The franchise will still be your business, just with the help and background of established
industry experts.
As always, we published the TOP 100 Home Services Franchise list. Please take a look at pages 22–23
to discover which company is suitable for you. Contact them directly to get more information.
We have two new contributors in this issue: Patrick Laforet is a senior recruiter with over 25 years experience placing sales, marketing and senior management positions all across North America. His article is
“Where Are All of the Good Candidates?” Our other contributor is Michael Peterson. He is the president of
Franchise Beacon, a premier franchise consulting and outsourcing development firm. His Business Advice
article’s name is “I Just Can’t Sell.” You will enjoy reading it.
Stay safe and health,

SITKI KAZANCI / Founder-Publisher
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HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS:

Home Service Franchises that Serve Us Well
Here are some home improvement franchises ripe for investment.
By Christopher Conner

T

he word quarantine has become synonymous with a general re-acquaintance with homelife. Every crack,
scrape, peel, squeak, inconvenience,
and drip have made our to-do lists for
the past 10 months. Now more than ever,
we have the time to pay attention to our
humble abodes, creating true sanctuaries
of rest and relaxation. The Home Depot, the
world’s largest home improvement retailer,
testifies to the home improvement culture,
reporting a 23.2% increase in the third quarter of 2020 compared to that of 2019. Life
may be back to normal in some ways, but
the reality is we are planted at home more
now than ever. The great news is that home
service franchises are seeing better returns
and higher franchise sales as a result of
10 FRANCHISE CONNECT | JAN-FEB 2021

our newfound love for our houses. These —estimates are sent to the client’s email
essential franchises are resistant to even within hours. The franchise model is structhe most tumultuous economic changes. tured with low overhead, no inventory mainHere are five that caught our eye:
tenance, and a proven sales strategy.
Big Jerry’s Fencing. Headquartered in Holly
Springs, North Carolina, Big Jerry’s Fencing
brings innovation to the fencing industry,
solving big problems and streamlining
the estimate process along the way. Free
estimates, residential fencing, and commercial fencing are just the beginning. The
Quick Quote tool on
the company’s website beckons even
the busiest of folks
to enter their zip,
find their home, and
draw a line where
they want a fence

HOME SERVICE
FRANCHISES
AREN’T GOING
AWAY.

Richard's Painting. One of the top things to
maintain fresh curb appeal and protect the
exterior of a home is a professional paint
job. This South Carolina-based paint company has not only been around since 2007,
but has expertly overcome the challenges
set forth by COVID. They offer virtual estimates, indoor/outdoor painting, and pressure washing services. Richard’s Painting
stands apart through their dedication to
quality workmanship, priding themselves
on precision and detailed prepwork, authentic communication, and the best quality
paint for the job. The founder, Richard Gould,
is hands-on in the franchise support model.

IMAGE BY F. MUHAMMAD FROM PIXABAY

EXPERT ADVICE

The great news is that home service franchises
are seeing better returns and higher franchise
sales as a result of our newfound love for our
houses.

PHOTO BY CHRIS READING FROM PIXABAY

Mosquito Mary's. I want to tout one of the Shade and Louver (Finishing Touches). For
first franchises to sell a new unit in 2021 at 15 years, this family owned-and-operated
my company: Mosquito Mary’s. It has dialed- business has been providing easy window
in a business model that is both attractive covering solutions. The beautiful thing
and affordable for the consumer and the about the Shade and Louver model is
franchisee. Honing in on the cultural hike their relationship-building techniques with
in organic/natural products, the company home builders, interior designers, and other
offers all-natural mosquito and tick solu- vendors—consistent revenue comes from
tions using a proprietary blend of essential these relationships. Clients can view all
oils. Other revenue streams include one- products in the Shade and Louver private
time event treatments, ant control, and showroom.
wasp removal. This is an excellent choice
for recurring monthly revenue in an essen- Hometown Restoration. The world has
tial industry.
had enough bad news to last a lifetime,

but unfortunately, water damage and
other unexpected events wait for nothing.
Hometown Restoration boasts incredible
recession-resistance, offering home repairs,
roof replacement/repair, and restoration.
Among their services are full-scale kitchen
and bath remodels. The company stands
out through a streamlined insurance claims
model and founder Brad Gardner’s industry
experience.
Home service franchises aren’t going away.
For more information on how to find a
home service franchise investment or to
franchise your business, visit our site at
www.fmsfranchise.com. w
Christopher Conner started his career
in franchising in 2002 working for a
franchise consulting firm in Chicago. He
founded Franchise Marketing Systems
in 2009 after seeing a need for full service franchise development services for
new and start-up brands. Today, Conner's
team has expanded to 27 consultants between the US and
Canada and has worked with over 200 brands to support
successful franchise development strategies.
For more information on Chris Conner or Franchise Marketing
Systems, visit www.FMSFranchise.com
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The Magic of
Audacious Goals

You are successful the moment you start moving toward a
worthwhile goal.
–Chester Carlson
By Kimberley Daly

T

he holidays are the most wonderful
time of the year because not only
do we get to slow down and enjoy
our family and friends, but we get to
dream about the new year, who we want to
become and what we want to accomplish. If
you believe that your thoughts, feelings, and
actions create your life, then you know the
importance of reflection and goal setting at
this time of year.
Truly anything is possible if we believe.
How big can you believe for 2021? When I
set aside time to work on my goals, I look
at myself personally, professionally, and
12 FRANCHISE CONNECT | JAN-FEB 2021

financially. I do not set small goals. I would
rather achieve 70% of a huge goal than
100% of a small goal. If some of my goals do
not scare me, then they are not big enough.
Go BIG! Goals should not create pressure,
however. Goals should inspire and give life
direction.
If we are creating our reality with the
thoughts we think, the feelings we feel, and
the actions we take, then we must own every
thought, feeling, and action. Having goals
helps us define what we think about, how
we want to feel, and what actions we need
to take to move toward accomplishing a goal.
People without goals are more likely to
become complacent and even lose their

passion for life. They may waste time focusing on things that ultimately do not matter,
do not move them in the direction they want
to go or even bring them joy. A life without
goals is like a traveler without a destination.
The unknown is where the magic happens.
So while we set our minds in a direction by
focusing on the goal, we must remain open
as to how the goal will be accomplished.
If we can map out every move and leave
nothing to faith, life will be predictable, controlled, and known. But, if we dare to dream
so big that we cannot map out every move
because there is no way this goal can be
accomplished, we are stretching our faith
and believing that all things are possible.
If we set goals with faith as the compass,
magic happens! This is when we live a life
in awe and wonder and truly feel alive. And
guess what happens when we achieve our
goals this way? We cannot wait to set an
even more outrageous goal so we can feel
that awe and wonder again.
If you live your life by setting clear goals
and use faith to achieve them, you will never
live a known, predictable life, be stressed
out, or burn out. You will live a magical life
where every day you feel joy, passion, and
gratitude for your life.
Here’s to stepping into the unknown!
God bless you in this new year.
DALY INSPIRATION
You are becoming a successful business
owner the moment you start creating your
future with goals that inspire you.
-Kim Daly #TheDalyCoach
To get started on your journey to own your
time, financial future, and life, contact me
today.
Kimberley Daly is one of America’s top
franchise consultants, a motivational
speaker, business coach, and author.
With over 22 years of experience as a
small business owner and franchisee,
she brings energy, wisdom and passion
to her candidates as she helps them
explore franchises matched to their
background, interests and goals. She
thrives on helping people achieve their dreams. She lives on
the beach in southern New Hampshire and can be reached via
kim@thedalycoach.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE RX FOR
COVID-19
During COVID-19,
customer service is more
important than ever.
By Nancy Friedman

How do we do customer service
in this new normal—virtually?
Well, what did you do before?

I

t’s the same, but a bit more of it. Customers expect great service 24/7/365. Always
have. Let’s not let COVID be an excuse.
Yes, many companies are understaffed;
however, that’s happened before. Many companies are struggling. And that’s happened
before. Many companies have had to hire
new folks to replace the ones that left. And
that too has happened before.

It’s not fun, it’s not fair, and it’s not right.
But if you’re going to stay in this fight, and
most of us will and want to, we need to up the
service angle. We cannot let this virus cripple
us. It’s done enough damage. If you’re lucky
enough to be declared essential, and if you’re
lucky enough to be open and still serving
customers, do more than you used to. Have
your staff do more than they used to. These
five criteria will help. Sit your staff down and
talk with them. Have them understand that
customer service isn’t a choice, never has
been, and it’s more important during these
times than ever before. How can they help?
Get some of their thoughts. Here are ours:

01

Start some sort of training now. Next
week could be too late. If you have
some customer service training in place, step
it up. If you don’t, start something to help
your staff go above and beyond. It’s too easy
in today’s marketplace to go somewhere else
than stick around with surly help. Even the
old, “Thank you for shopping with us,” “We
appreciate your business,” and “Have a wonderful day” go a long way and cost nothing.

02

Meet with your staff at the end of the
day. What went wrong? What went
right? Capture the “right.”

03

Have your staff put on a mental suit
of armor. Let the verbal projectiles
bounce off them. Most of the customers are
not upset with them. They usually are the
target, sadly. Talk about that. Let the staff
know you are aware there are some "not so
fun customers" out there. The bulk of them
are simply trying to buy a gift for someone
they love or have a nice dinner out.

04

Your employees need to have the care
gene. That’s critical. “Customers don’t
care how much you know until they know how
much you care.” Sitting and reading a book,
doing your nails, or talking with a coworker
when a customer walks into the store is not
good news. Jump up, walk over, smile and say
hello. We need to be different, special, during
this unusual time.

05

And most important of all, smile. Have
smile lessons if you must. Don’t let
your staff enter the floor without a smile.
Telephone Doctor says: “A phony smile is
better than a real frown.” It’s not about you;
it’s about the customer. And no matter what
time of year, a smile will win folks over.
Any one of these anti-COVID tips will be of
value and help. All five can make a huge difference. You can make it happen. Better to go
to shorter hours than provide less customer
service. w
Nancy Friedman, founder and chairman
of Telephone Doctor Customer Service
Training, is a popular keynote customer
service speaker at franchise, corporate
meetings, and conferences around the
country.
Visit www.nancyfriedman.com; email
nancyf@telephonedoctor.com, or call 314-276-1012, in St.
Louis, MO, central time.
Now offering and specializing in virtual Zoom programs
and her fun webinars.
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WHY INVEST IN THE HOME
SERVICES FRANCHISE INDUSTRY
EVEN DURING COVID-19?

t's no secret that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a catastrophic impact on
the economy and a number of industries. Nonessential businesses have
been forced to close their doors for months,
many unsure if they'll ever be able to open
again. Another big question that businesses
are having to ask is whether their services will
ever go back to the way they were pre-COVID.
Workout studios have moved their classes
online, and now their clients workout from the
comfort of their own homes. Consultations for
businesses from home decor to dog training
are done over Zoom rather than face to face.

14 FRANCHISE CONNECT | JAN-FEB 2021
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By Elizabeth Adams

Many franchises
have seen large
increases in
demand during
the pandemic.

COVER
STORY
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WHY INVEST IN A HOME SERVICES
FRANCHISE INDUSTRY EVEN
DURING COVID-19?
Before COVID-19, in 2018, the United States Home Service Franchise
home service industry market was worth Opportunities
$105.55 billion and was expected to grow The home service industry comprises a varito $219.07 billion by 2026. Even with coro- ety of services, including home decor, mobilnavirus' impact on the market, the industry is ity, repairs, restoration, landscaping, flooring,
still expected to see massive growth in the plumbing and HVAC, and cleaning. Within
coming years. The online on-demand home each niche service, there are countless franservices market, including businesses like Task chise opportunities with a guaranteed pathRabbit and Service Whale, has seen impres- way to success for you.
sive growth as a result of the pandemic and
is expected to grow by $1,574.86 billion by Home Decor Franchises
2024, which is almost a 53% increase. Addi- For many people, 2020 will be remembered
tionally, home services haven't seen the same as the year they spent more time at home
negative impact that many other industries than ever before. Spending so much time at
have. This is because most of the services home inspired many people to pursue home
that make up the home service industry are decor services to improve their space and turn
essential and weren't required to shut down the house into a home. While these services
due to the pandemic.
weren't deemed essential by many, franchises

were able to capitalize on offering online
consultations and services throughout the
pandemic.

Mobility Franchises
Senior citizens were one of the groups hit
hardest by COVID-19. They were more susceptible to the virus and forced to isolate
more strictly and for longer periods than any
other group. As a result, many people chose
to move their older family members in with
them rather than keeping them on their own
or in an assisted living facility. This created
an increased demand for mobility services
such as home elevators, wheelchair ramps,
custom railings, and more. Many businesses
also used their forced closures as opportunities to have disruptive work done in their
shops. The Americans with Disabilities Act
requires businesses to be accessible for
people with disabilities, so franchises are
also responsible for sales and installations
in commercial settings.

Repair Franchises
Another essential service, repair franchises,
continued growing throughout the pandemic.
With more people spending time at home,
their appliances got more use than usual,
resulting in more necessary repairs. While
at the beginning of the pandemic, many had
concerns about having repairmen and women
in their homes, franchises quickly addressed
these concerns by providing their employees
with the necessary personal protective equipment (PPE) and creating a set of protocols for
them to follow.

PHOTO BY KURHAN / SHUTTERSTOCK

Restoration Franchises
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Restoration franchises deal with the work
necessary after events like fires, floods, or
natural disasters. Since this is essential work,
franchises continued to operate throughout
the year and saw consistent growth. Servpro,
one of the largest cleaning and restoration
franchises in the US, saw 6.8% sales growth
in 2020, which is similar to what they have
experienced in previous years.

Landscaping Franchises
A result of being stuck at home, many people
began to tackle landscaping projects they had
been putting off or noticing things they'd

PHOTO BY ANASTASIA GEPP
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like to change. In addition to these services,
recurring services like mowing and gardening
were able to continue due to landscaping's
socially distanced nature.

Plumbing and HVAC Franchises
Plumbing, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning are some of the most vital systems
of any home or business. Even at the height
of the pandemic, franchises for these services needed to remain open to address any
emergencies that arose. Since many of the
services being performed were emergencies,
which are associated with additional costs,
this helped the franchises make up for the
loss of less urgent business. Companies in
this niche continued to see growth in 2020

that was in line with traditional growth in
recent years.

Cleaning Franchises
Cleaning franchises saw perhaps the biggest growth in 2020. As a result of the pandemic, more businesses than ever required
frequent deep cleaning to keep their staff
and customers safe. Even businesses or
individuals that already employed cleaning services increased how frequently
their property was cleaned, increasing the
demand. These franchises are expected to
continue to grow going forward as many
businesses place more significance on the
importance of regular deep cleaning and
disinfecting. w

WHAT FRANCHISES ARE DOING TO PROTECT
EMPLOYEES AND CLIENTS FROM COVID-19
COVID-19 has proven to be an incredibly contagious virus. Businesses have had to find new
and more effective ways to keep their franchise locations clean and sanitary to keep their
employees and clients safe. Even with both staff and visitors wearing masks, the risk of infection is still high, and franchises need to take significant action.
● Requiring employees and clients to wash their hands when coming in, touching hightouch-point surfaces like door handles, or using the bathroom.
● Requiring everyone to wear a mask and not touch their face is highly effective in stopping
the spread.
● Regularly wiping down high-touch-point surfaces like door handles, smartphones, keyboards,
refrigerator handles, and light switches with disinfectants.
● Placing sanitizer and disinfecting wipes throughout franchise locations to help stop the
spread of the virus.
● Requiring employees to stay at least three feet from one another and from clients whenever possible.
● Requiring employees to report their temperature and symptoms before each shift. Whenever
possible, allowing employees to work from home.

AS THE PANDEMIC WANES
As the world begins to return
to normal and more and more
businesses reopen, the home
services industry, similar to many
other industries, is expected to
see a sharp increase in revenue
and growth. While the industry
didn't experience the lows that
many others did, there will still be
many jobs to complete that were
neglected during the pandemic.
Even though the industry is made
up of mostly essential services,
there were many people who
didn't feel comfortable having
anyone in their home or business
at risk of spreading the virus. As a
result, many nonemergency jobs
were postponed and will need to
be completed. For services that
weren't considered essential,
like home decor, the spike they
experience will be a result of
clients who have been waiting for
services for the duration of the
pandemic. Clients can feel good
about carrying out services now
because franchises have had time
to come up with the necessary
protocols to keep both their
employees and customers safe
during all business interactions as
well as provide their employees
with sufficient PPE.
JAN-FEB 2021 | FRANCHISE CONNECT 17

MEET THE PEOPLE
BEHIND THE BRANDS

YOUR TRUSTED
HOUSE CLEANERS
SINCE 1986
By Christina Huang

T

he art of multitasking: “Thank you, but I
cannot work those hours. I have to get
my children off the school bus.” How
many of you have run into a similar
situation? The job offer was substantial, but
the hours were impossible because of other
life responsibilities. As a single mom to two
young children, Cindy Nacca created Casey’s

Cleaning Service
out of necessity.
However, she didn’t
just want to provide
for her family; she
wanted a career that
would allow her to
be at every baseball game and school show. Being present
in her children’s lives was equally important

Start your own
essential cleaning
business from home
in 30 days or less.
as providing for them. With Casey’s Cleaning
Service, she created the work-life balance her
family deserved. Now, after 30 years of growing
her business to multiple counties in New Jersey,
it is time to share the knowledge and wealth
with others looking to do the same.

We recently learned more about Cindy and
Casey’s Cleaning Service journey.
Could you tell us about yourself and how
long you have been doing business?
When I began,I was married with a newborn
and a 2-year-old. My husband was in and out
of work, and I needed to have steady income,
where I could make money and tend to my
babies at the same time. I needed to supplement my bus driving salary.
What attracted you to the line of work
you're in, and how did you get started?
I was blessed to have a bus driving job that
allowed me to bring my young babies with me.
I needed to supplement my bus driver salary.
I had time between runs. I needed an inexpensive start-up business that I could operate
while keeping my babies with me and keeping
my bus driving job. Low overhead made cleaning houses a perfect fit for my family.
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Why should someone choose Casey's
Cleaning over other similar home service
franchises?
We don't require that you get real estate to
start. A desk in your house will work just fine.
We don't require a brand new car, or any certain
make and model; you can start with the car you
have. We don't require any large purchase of
equipment, making start-ups extremely affordable. We have a cleaning routine that is fast and
efficient. Payroll will be your largest bill. By
following our plan, there is no wasted time. We
did all the trial and error. We know what works,
and we know what doesn’t. And most important,
you get 36 years of experience, training, and
ongoing support.
What's the most satisfying part of your job?
Cleaning is a necessity to some and a want to
others. People are very thrilled when we are
finished. Some just can't do it and some just
don't have the time. I like to make them happy.
When a senior feels better simply because her
house is clean, it is very satisfying.
What's the best piece of advice you've ever
been given when it comes to success?
My dad once told me, "You're not just a girl." He
was correct. I was born in the early 60s; times
were different. However, there is still work to be
done in this area. We are moving forward, and
women are more accepted as business owners,
but it still annoys me when people think a man
owns this business. But I decided to take it with a
smirk on my face, “Nope, just a girl." I often refer
back to this advice whenever I doubt myself,
when I think I may dream too big, when I plan
on jumping to the next level. Of course I can
do it. I can do anything. I am not just a girl. That
advice gets me through the fear part and onto
the doing part.

Are there any new projects
or endeavors you're
working on that you're
extra excited about?
Yes, we are currently taking
our manual and starting
franchises in New Jersey
and Florida. We want to
show how easy it is to open
and how quickly it takes
off. They are all for sale as
established franchises.
Where do you see your
franchise in 5 years and 10
years?
We are new to the franchise
game, but we are well under
way to selling many new
and established Casey's
Cleaning. In 5 to 10 years, I see Casey's
Cleaning in every state and starting around
the world.
What's the biggest challenge or most difficult
moment you've faced in your job?
This isn't a very stressful life. Problems are
fixable. People appreciate what we do. Running it is easy; it can be done anywhere. I have
run it on vacation, visits, shows, etc. You have
freedom when owning this business. You can
run it all with just your phone.
Is there anything else that you’d like to share
with us about Casey's Cleaning?
I can't think of a better time in history than
now to buy into a Casey's Cleaning Franchise.
The cleaning industry has been an essential service through the pandemic and going
strong. We were never shut down. Clean is
what most people are thinking about now.

It has become a matter of safety rather than
just getting the dust bunnies. Most people
want a deep disinfecting cleaning job. Homes,
offices, businesses, health care worker homes,
COVID-19 affects everyone, and everything
will need to be thoroughly cleaned.
You can have your own Casey’s Cleaning
up and running within a month. With COVID19 here to stay, more residents and business
owners will put cleaning as a priority. This
industry will see blistering growth. Don’t
let this opportunity pass you by. We provide
unlimited support and training every step
of the way, because when you’re a Casey’s
Cleaning Franchise, you’re family. w

For more information:
www.caseyscleaningfranchise.com
cindy@caseyscleaning.com
(609) 548-2660. Call or text anytime.
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FEATURED FRANCHISES

CASEY’S CLEANING
(609) 242-1466

LAWN DOCTOR

MOSQUITO HUNTERS

cindy@caseyscleaning.com

(732) 946-4300

855 4-A HUNTER

franchiseinformation@lawndoctor.com

franchiseinformation@mosquitohunters.com

SEE PAGE 2 / INSIDE FRONT COVER

SEE PAGE 3

SEE PAGE 4

EAT THE FROG FITNESS

SNAPOLOGY

ECOMAIDS, LLC

www.caseyscleaningfranchise.com

(800) 841-8363

franchise@etffitness.com
www.frogfranchise.com

www.lawndoctor.com

(412) 295-1545

bob@snapology.com
www.snapology.com

www.mosquitohunters.com

(732) 946-4300
franchiseinformation@ecomaids.com
www.ecomaids.com/franchise-opportunities

SEE PAGE 5
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GOOD DESIGN

Gets Better Marketing Results
We are a full service award-winning agency specializing in
brand development, graphic design, social media marketing,
website development, and advertising.
We are devoted to helping our clients shape their brands with
intuitive designs and by building effective communication that is
market friendly and impactful.
Finding the right franchisees is one of the most challenging
and critical aspects of building a successful franchise.
Let’s talk about how we can work together to help you get the
leads you need to make your sales goals. J u s t c o n t a c t u s .

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU
FranchiseConnect
AND READY TO HELP

®

COVID-19 has made this a challenging time for both our families and
businesses. Eventually we will get through this situation and the economy
will get back to normal. Meanwhile a lot of people are looking for new
opportunities and they have more time to do research. It is time to get
in front of them.

creativeedge designstudio

These are unprecedented times. And we’re taking unprecedented steps
to help you. We have a huge COVID-19 discount for you when you place
an ad in Franchise Connect magazine to help you get more leads.

Contact us today for this big opportunity.
Micheline Johnson
Advertising Director
advertising@franchiseconnectmag.com
(703) 665-5507 phone

BE UNIQUE, BE AWESOME

1751 Pinnacle Drive, Suite 600
McLean, VA 22102
sk@studiocreativeedge.com
www.studiocreativeedge.com
703.439.0557 phone
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FranchiseConnect

®

TOP 100 HOME SERVICE Franchises
FRANCHISOR

FOUNDED FRAN. SINCE

INITIAL INVESTMENT

CONTACT

PHONE

WEB ADDRESS

✪ Caseys Cleaning Franchise

1986

2019

$5,000.00

Cindy Nacca

(609) 548-2660

www.caseyscleaingfranchise.com

✪ ecomaids

2005

2019

126,760 to 152,815

Sharon Cupach

(216) 235-9246

www.ecomaids.com/franchise-opportunities

✪ Lawn Doctor

1967

1967

100,000 - 125,000

Eric Martin

(402) 312-1084

www.lawndoctor.com

✪ Mosquito Hunters

2014

2017

72,000-94,000

Eric Martin

(402) 312-1084

www.mosquitohunters.com

Pur Life Medical

2019

2019

$47,000

Richard Scott

(516) 705-5003

www.purlifemedical.com
www.PuroCleanFranchise.com

PuroClean

2001

2001

$83,505 - $210,955

Tim Courtney, CFE

(954) 379-5825

Oxymagic Carpet Cleaning

1999

2005

$12,500

Tom DiMaio

(201) 445-1000

www.oxymagicusa.com

Paul Davis Restoration

1966

1966

$500,000

Mike Hopkins

(888) 473-7669

www.PaulDavisBusiness.com

N-Hance Wood Refinishing

2001

2003

$70,000

Dwayne Tanner

(615) 988-3754

www.nhancefranchise.com

NaturaLawn of America

1987

1989

$50,000

Blaine Young

(301) 694-5440

www.naturalawnfranchise.com

Pool Scouts

2016

2016

$80,400 - $133,300

Timothy Holadia

(757) 337-3811

www.poolscoutsfranchise.com

The Driveway Company

2006

2019

$65,000

Todd Bingham

(859) 509-7283

www.thedrivewaycompany.com

The Flying Locksmiths

1984

2015

$180,000

Geoff Batchelder

(925) 218-2332

www.flyinglocksmiths.com/franchise-info

The Glass Guru Franchise Systems

2004

2007

$72,750

Dan Frey

(916) 886-2498

www.theglassgurufranchise.com

The Honey Do Service Inc.

2002

2008

$85,000 - $122,000

Al Goldsmith

(423) 460-9101

www.yourhoneydo.com/portal/business-is-booming

The Inspection Boys

2017

2017

$50,150 to $64,500

Brigitte Malik

(516) 591-3262

www.TheInspectionBoys.com

The Maids International

1979

1979

$29,400

Josh Minturn

(402) 558-5555

www.maids.com/franchise

Touching Hearts at Home

1996

2007

$52,000-$78,000

Scott Kummel

(952) 698-5422

www.touchingheartsfranchise.com

United Water Restoration Group

2008

2015

$50,000-$55,000

Mike Prince

(386) 492-6904

www.uwrgfranchise.com

WOW 1 DAY PAINTING

2010

2011

$67,000-$129,500

Adam Winnett

(604) 909-3178

www.wow1day.com

Tailored Living

2006

2006

$172,930

Jonathan Thiessen

(949) 404-1100

www.franchise.tailoredliving.com

Surface Experts

2018

2018

$137,000.00

Geoff Batchelder

(925) 218-2332

www.surfaceexperts.com/franchise

Steel Coated Epoxy Floors

2018

2019

$40,000.00

Mitch Cypers

(801) 603-0889

www.SteelCoatedFloors.com

Shack Shine

2015

2016

$67,600-$129,050*

Jeremy Ennis

(866) 909-3686

www.shackshine.com

Senior Helpers

2002

2004

$49,500

Annie Long

(443) 948-6167

www.seniorhelpersfranchise.com

Restoration 1

2007

2012

$84,500 - $193,125

Todd Bingham

(859) 509-7283

www.restoration1.com

Outdoor Lighting Perspectives

1995

1998

$30,000 - $50,000

Stephanie Ryan

(804) 353-6999 x316

www.outdoorlightingfranchise.com

Maid Brigade

1984

1985

$100,000 - $125,000

Joel Lazarovitz

(800) 722-6243

www.maidbrigade.com
www.lapelsfranchise.com

Lapels Dry Cleaning

2000

2001

$125,000

Michael Eisner

(781)829-9935

Jantize America

1988

1990

$10,000

Paul Dorsey

(704) 503-7141

www.jantizefranchise.com

Joe Homebuyer

2015

2019

$20,000 - 40,000

Lynsie Oborn

(385) 233-5146

www.joehomebuyer.com/franchise-opportunity

Izsam Constr. Cleanup & Comm. Cleaning

1998

2016

$60,000

Dan Bennett Sr.

(402) 707-2148

www.izsam.com

HomeVestors of America, Inc.

1996

1996

$70,000 - $363,250

Bonnie M DePasse

(972) 619-0097

www.homevestors.com

Home Clean Heroes

2017

2018

$117,525 - $134,060

Joe O'Brien

(804) 410-4376

www.Homecleanheroesfranchise.com

Frost Shades

2020

2020

47,500 - 66,000

Thomas Scott

(877) 993-7078

www.frostshadesfranchsie.com

Five Star Bath Solutions

1996

2002

$25,000 - $35,000

Lynsie Oborn

(385) 233-5146

www.bathsolutionsfranchising.com

Concrete Craft

2008

2008

$141,790.00

Jonathan Thiessen

(949) 404-1100

www.concretecraft.homefranchiseconcepts.com

Conserva Irrigation

2012

2017

$30,000 - $50,000

Russ Jundt

(804) 353-6999 x402

www.irrigationfranchise.com

Dryer Vent Squad

2020

2020

$48,500 - $65,000

Thomas Scott

(888) 379-3704

www.dryerventsquadfranchise.com

Bloomin' Blinds

2014

2015

$80,000

Kelsey Stuart

(214) 995-1062

www.bloominblinds.com/franchising

Bluefrog Plumbing & Drain

2015

2015

$127,130 - $370,915

Todd Bingham

(859) 509-7283

www.bluefrogplumbing.com

Budget Blinds

1993

1995

$125,340

Jonathan Thiessen

(949) 404-1100

www.franchise.budgetblinds.com

Fibrenew

1985

1987

$86,687

Bob Johnston

(800) 345-2951 x117

www.fibrenew.com

Archadeck Outdoor Living

1980

1984

$30,000 - $50,000

Stephanie Ryan

(804) 353-6999 x316

www.archadeckfranchise.com

AdvantaClean

1994

2006

$140,100.00

Jonathan Thiessen

(949) 404-1100

www.advantacleanfranchise.com

Advanced Renovation Services

2015

2020

$55,000 - $125,000

Nick R Walpert

(702) 981-7310

www.AdvancedRenovationServices.com

Eco Countertops USA

2008

2015

$47,500

Steve Wolkoff

(317) 938-1400

www.ecocountertopsusa.com
www.opportunities.flooring-franchise.com

Floor Coverings International

1988

1988

$57,900

Mark Titcomb

(219) 916-9962

Gotcha Covered

2009

2009

$75,000 - $95,000

Hannah Leutert

(720) 446-5010

www.gotchacoveredfranchising.com

HomeHealth24x7

2015

2015

$9,000

Simon Censon

(888) 984-2210

www.franchise.homehealth24x7.com

Interim HealthCare The Gift of Hospice

2011

2011

$165,000

Wendy Olayvar

(858) 737-7482

www.interimhealthcare.com/thegift
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✪ SEE THE COMPANY AD IN THIS ISSUE TO GET MORE INFORMATION.
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Lawn Creations

1979

2019

$19,900 - $23,900

Edmund Tucker

(419) 843-3867

www.lawncreationsusa.com

Spaulding Decon

2005

2016

$139,000

Laura Spaulding

(813) 298-7122

www.spauldingdecon.com

Supreme Kourts Franchising

1958

2019

$150,000 - $250,000

Tom Neuman

(732) 978-0488

www.supremekourts.com

The Inspection Boys Franchise Inc

2017

2017

$56,075

Matthew Rivera

(800) 819-4403

www.bit.ly/InspectionBoy

The Junkluggers

2004

2013

$105,535 - $230,760

Kristy Ferguson

(800) 584-5865

www.bit.ly/theJunkluggers

Re-Bath

1978

1991

$139,900 - $308,000

Rose Miller

(480) 754-8976

www.rebathfranchise.com

The Cleaning Authority

1977

1996

$71,458 - $167,834

Brittney Holobinko

(443) 602-9154

www.thecleaningauthority.com

Pestmaster Services

1979

1991

$36,400 - $85,400

Jeff Van Diepen

(800) 525-8866 x 205

www.pestmaster.com

Handyman Matters

1998

2001

$93,277 - $137,472

Jameka Spencer

(303) 984-0177 x 9308

www.HandymanMattersFranchising.com

HandyPro

1996

2000

$70,640 - $128,643

Dick Bass

(248) 893-6799

www.HandyPro.com

HEITS Building Services

2003

2003

$90,750 - $188,200

David Heitner

(201) 288-7708

www.HEITS.com

Aladdin Doors

2004

2012

$32,400 - $99,950

Patrick Rutten - Al Abdelaal (847) 310-3515

www.AladdinDoorsFranchise.com

AmeriSpec

2006

2006

$156,430 - $296,295

Marnie Hankins

(901) 597 7527

www.amerispec.com/franchiseopportunities

Anago Cleaning Systems

1989

1991

$11,265 - $68,250

Adam Povlitz

(303) 997-0746

www.AnagoMasters.com

CertaPro Painters

1992

1992

$133,250 - $169,500

Jeff Bien

(512) 673-6853

www.ownacertapro.com

Chem-Dry

1977

1978

$67,645 - $185,757

Douglas Smith

(615) 806-8099

www.chemdryfranchise.com

College Hunks Hauling Junk and Moving

2003

2007

$89,800 - $208,700

Kathy Schilling

(920) 253-6630

www.collegehunksfranchise.com

Furniture Medic

1992

1992

$80,799 - $90,136

Chris Beck

(706) 208-9233

www.furnituremedicfranchise.com

Glass Doctor

1962

1977

$127,300 - $265,500

Ronnie Musick

(254) 759-5861

www.GlassDoctorFranchise.com

Merry Maids

1979

1980

$89,619 - $125,023

Christina Rodgers

(800) 633-5703 x 5994

www.merrymaids.com
www.mrrooter.com

Mr. Rooter

1968

1972

$74,975 - $182,140

Sam Thurman

(254) 759-5820

You Move Me

2012

2012

$78,500 - $169,500

Cameron Wears

(866) 266-5865

www.youmoveme.com

Squeegee Squad

1999

2005

$58,975 - $145,450

Jack Ruegsegger

(866) WASH-NOW

www.squeegeesquad.com

Furniture Medic

1992

1992

$80,799 - $90,136

Chris Beck

(706) 208-9233

www.furnituremedicfranchise.com

Bar-B-Clean

2011

2013

$36,950 - $50,070

Bryan Weinstein

(818) 470-6350

www.bar-b-cleanfranchise.com

Fish Window Cleaning

1978

1998

$87,300 - $150,700

John English

(636) 530-7334 x 241

www.fishwindowcleaning.com

Mr. Appliance

1996

1996

$60,800 - $139,515

Brad Knieriem

(254) 759-5821

www.mrappliance.com

Rytech

1995

1996

$135,330 - $170,764

Steven Seabaugh

(706) 372-0057

www.rytechinc.com

WaveMAX Laundry

2012

2016

$139,955 - $795,950

Geoff Batchelder

(925) 218 2332

www.wavemaxlaundry.com

WIN Home Inspection

1993

1994

$28,745 - $36,870

Chuck Kincade

(615) 721-2813

www.winfranchising.com

Window Genie

1994

1998

$92,800 - $172,500

Ken Fisk

(800) 700-0022

www.windowgeniefranchise.com

ServiceMaster Clean

1947

1952

$93,698 - $294,433

Jared Klepko

(901) 356-3679

www.servicemasterfranchise.com

Mr. Electric

1994

1994

$98,600 - $234,750

Ronnie Musick

(254) 759-5861

www.mrelectricfranchise.com

Made in the Shade Blinds

2004

2013

$53,449 - $61,049

Eddie Miller

(504) 408 7036

www.madeintheshadeblinds.com

Maid Right

2013

2013

$90,625 - $138,000

Gregg Quisito

(678) 336-1780

www.maidright.com

Footprints Floors

2008

2013

$65,500 - $91,600

Mike Edwards

(303) 552-4863

www.footprintsfloors.com

911 Restoration

2003

2007

$70,100 - $226,900

Idan Shpizear

(747) 233-6275

www.911restorationfranchise.com

Molly Maid

1979

1979

$111,700 - $156,200

Brian Dungan

(254) 745-5019

www.mollymaidfranchise.com

Oxi Fresh

2006

2006

$44,325 - $74,290

Kris Antolak

(720) 963-6131

www.oxifresh.com

Renue Systems

2002

2003

$119,711 - $227,470

David Grossman

(917) 328-6661

www.renuesystems.com

Premier Pools and Spas

1988

2014

$38,000 - $97,500

Bart Zacks

(916) 345-0125 x 101

www.premierfranchiseinfo.com

Mr. Handyman

2000

2000

$117,500 - $149,100

Nancy Haverty

(734) 822-6729

www.mrhandymanfranchise.com

HomeTeam Inspection Service

1992

1992

$44,800 - $64,800

Matt Cook

(800) 755-4847 x 125

www.hometeamfranchise.com

DetailXPerts

2002

2008

$88,500 - $195,100

Angela Williams

(313) 924-9779

www.detailxperts.net

Dryer Vent Wizard International

2004

2006

$59,650 - $136,900

Jason Kapica

(248) 306-3114

www.dvwfranchise.com

Renew Crew

1993

2001

$35,675 - $83,025

Marcia Mead

(804) 353-6999 x 306

www.renewcrewclean.com

Rainbow International Restoration

1981

1981

$172,170 - $278,595

Stephen Schiller

(254) 759-5825

www.rainbowinternational.com

Junk King

2005

2010

$89,850 - $175,440

Darlene Viering

(888) 888-5865 (JUNK)

www.franchising.junk-king.com

Outdoor Living Brands

2008

2008

$29,000 - $97,750

Christie Wang

(804) 823-7554

www.outdoorlivingbrands.com

											
DISCLAIMER: Our magazine is not an offer to sell a franchise, and is not directed to any reader to buy any franchises. The companies are not listed by rank. Our team carefully
researched the listed information. The company information may change please make sure to check and contact the company directly.
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BETWEEN NOW AND NORMAL

Turning the Franchise
System Back On
PA RT 2

By Lynne D Shelton, Esq.

W

e all thought 2021 would bring
us “normal”, but this seems to
be the decade that just keeps
on giving. We are in the middle
of this three-part series. We will look at
some best practices, or let’s continue to say
”anticipated best practices,” on how to turn
your franchise system back on.
As we look between Now and Normal,
there are several key component areas that
need to be addressed and focused on. In
Part 1 of this series, we discussed communications, both with franchisees and with
the public. In this article, we will discuss
your communications with the prospective
franchisees and the state examiners.
COMMUNICATIONS WITH
PROSPECTIVE FRANCHISEES
Communications during this unprecedented time will admittedly vary widely.
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Some franchisee prospects will be excited
by the current opportunities in the marketplace, including the reality of lower real
estate fees, finding second generation
spaces, getting landlords to pay for more
tenant improvements, and landlords agreeing to sign longer leases.
On the flipside, you also have the
super cautious, probably first-time business owner, who really wants to own their
own business and who is scared by all the
negative media, which is sometimes true
and often fake. As a franchisor, you need
to have the bedrock solid facts trained into
your sales people now more than ever.
Both of these franchisee prospects bring
about a different set of hurdles. The excited
prospect may need some reining in so that
they do not get ahead of themselves on
the onboarding process. For example, one
of our franchisors had a prospect who had
not even received the franchise disclosure
document, and was already out looking at

real estate, because the “perfect location”
had just become available when a competitor’s franchisee closed their doors. And on
the opposite side, the franchisor may need
to hold their prospect’s hand and physically help them conclude that now is a
good time to start their franchise business.
This includes signing the franchise
agreement, helping them build a
timeline to see
that in best case
scenarios, the business would not be
open until February 2022, which is when all health experts
say that we’ll achieve herd immunity for
COVID-19.
We think the franchise development
teams of 2020/2021 should receive an
Oscar for best supporting role. Whether
they are dealing with the excited prospect

YOU NEED TO TELL
THE REAL STORY
OF WHAT YOUR
FRANCHISEES ARE
DOING.

PHOTO BY SHUTTERSTOCK

LEGAL ADVICE

Communicating with franchisee
prospedts and state examiners is
critical during the pandemic.

PHOTO BY SHUTTERSTOCK

or the overly cautious prospect, they have COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE
no idea until they pick up the phone. They EXAMINERS IN REGISTRATION
have to be ready for everything and any- STATES
thing, and pivot within a breath, which is Then on the other hand, it is a bit harder
a far wider chasm than normal.
this year to appreciate our state examinSo here’s to the franchise development ers. First of all, as a reminder to all of us,
folks, the franchise consultants, and the including me, let’s remember that they
franchise brokers in our world. We appreci- are humans too.
ate you and what you do!
As drafters (i.e., transactional attorneys),

we have been hit with a lot this year. Usually our life is pretty steady and plannable,
but not his year. We have been hit with new
franchise descriptions that seem tame, but
actually can flip some systems on their end,
as far as disclosure is concerned. We have
non-franchise committees rolling out rules
that entirely have us questioning how we
can modify the franchise system setup to
reflect the franchisor in the best financial
light possible, instead of the skewed balance sheet we were left with. Then we have
governments and municipalities across the
country that chose to handle COVID -19
entirely differently on whether to close
businesses, reduce the size of businesses
by 25%, allow only take out or delivery
aspects, allow only essential workers, to be
closed to everyone, or to be fully open.
Dissemination of accurate information about the franchise system is always
especially important. It is imperative that
the point gets across that the franchisor’s
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leadership is taking things seriously and
thinking critically. One of the ways that
they can show this is by tracking accurate
information across their franchise system
and the variance that occurs state to
state. Almost every registration state also
requires that you update your franchise
disclosure document whenever there is
a material change. Whether the franchise
system pivoted and has grown its overall sales by 200% or is currently hanging
on by a thread, both facts are a material
change.
You need to tell the real story of what
your franchisees are doing. If you have
an Item 19 disclosure, you may want to
consider a much larger disclosure than
before. Taking it month by month, state
by state might be the only way to accurately reflect what is happening financially
within your system. For other systems that
26 FRANCHISE CONNECT | JAN-FEB 2021

are mostly online, you can probably still
get by with more lump sum statements
of quarterly reports. Either way, ensure
that you are sharing the facts relevant to
your system, i.e. , that you are allowing
locations to come back online as it makes
sense for them to do so safely (if you are
staggering re-openings), because you care
about your family of franchisees and their
employees. Then use the facts allowable
by the laws, regulations, and the actual
numbers month to month and state to state
to tell your story.
Examiners like to understand the particular franchise system. Share about what
the franchisor has done and how they have
trained the franchisees on how to keep
the customers safe, especially with regard
to cleaning procedures and new quality
control standards. It is always best to
provide examiners with information from

authoritative federal sources, such as the
ftc.gov and the cdc.gov websites to show
you are working within the laws and guidelines. In addition, you should also continue
to follow and monitor those sites for best
practices as they become published and
known.
These published best practices will most
likely keep changing, so check back often,
and continue to train your state examiners about what the franchisees are doing
based upon requirements of their state’s
or states’ best practices. By ensuring the
examiner knows you are actively educating
the franchisees and the public that you are
following the CDC guidelines, you will help
put them at rest that yours is a brand that
they can trust for their states’ consumers
(i.e., your franchisee prospects), and allow
you to register your brand or renew your
brand within their state.
Some brands are using a ”countdown to
reopen clock” on their websites for closed
locations. The countdown clock counts
down until the date that the current order
to remain closed is over. You can always
restart it if that date moves again. (Here’s
hoping that does not happen.) Everyone,
franchisees and customers alike, are looking forward to your brand reopening, so
allow them to help you in the celebration
and anticipation. w
Ms. Shelton in a previous life was a franchisor of a large franchise system, and
is currently a senior attorney for Shelton
Law & Associates franchise law firm.
Shelton Law & Associates (“SLA”) attorneys have 50+ years’ business consulting, franchise and trademark experience.
Their knowledge facilitates an understanding of a large variety of businesses,
services and technologies. They help businesses protect their
brands through trademark, copyright, and business contractual transactions. These services allow SLA to “Expand their
Brand®” through franchising. For franchisors, SLA provides
full outsourced in-house counsel and consulting.
Shelton Law & Associates additionally works with entrepreneurs buying franchises by assisting with business creation,
industry evaluations, franchise disclosure document review,
fairness factors, opinion letters and negotiations.
For more information or to schedule a customized consultation for your business, you can write to franchising@SLA.Law
or call (866) 99-FRANCHISE.
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"If you want to understand how a lion hunts, don’t go to the zoo.
Go to the jungle."
– Jim Stengel

How to market your company to get good candidates.

By Patrick Laforet
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et me ask all of you hiring managers out there a question: When was
the last time you were scanning job
boards, looking for open listings, and
deciding if you wish to apply?
Maybe a long time ago.
That is where the best candidates are
today. Happily working, building trust on
their teams, and in our current environment, just very happy that they have a
job at all.
Who does that leave? The unemployed
and the mentally unemployed (still at their
job physically but have quit mentally some
time ago). That is why most of the applicants are less than your ideal candidates.
Second question: Whom do you know
who likes trading four quarters for a dollar?
If your offered salary, bonus, and location
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WHERE ARE ALL OF THE
GOOD CANDIDATES?

EXPERT ADVICE

are similar to what I
have now, why would
I make a move?
On the other hand,
it is not always
money that moves
people. Better opportunity long term, a
larger more stable
company, room for growth and advancement, recognition of contribution are all
factors that could attract great candidates.
I encourage hiring companies to view the
process from a sales perspective. The job is
the product, and the company is the brand.
Ask yourself, "How can we describe these
elements so they are the most attractive?
Where is the sizzle? You are really marketing your company to attract top talent.
Some suggestions:
Use testimonials from existing employees when possible. A short positive message goes a long way.
Review your Glassdoor reviews, and
if there are any negatives, address them.
Almost everyone researching a company
looks for their reviews on Glassdoor. Are
yours good?

Highlight your strengths.
●

●

●

Do your employees typically stay a long
time? There must be good reasons. Articulate them in your presentations.
Ask questions in your postings:
o Are you the kind of person that enjoys
helping people toward a better life?
That is what our franchise offers.
o Are you seeking an environment where
you can reach your highest potential
in sales? That is what our team is like.
o Are you looking for freedom to build
a successful career in franchise management? We have the tools and the
opportunity.
Run a contest that would appeal to the
people you need to target. For instance,
for a sales or marketing role, you could
ask for the best slogan. Winner gets
$500. You get many ideas for slogans,
but you also get a list of people in your
industry that may be interested in your
open position. When the contest is over,
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ANOTHER GOOD
IDEA IS TO
REVIEW OTHER
COMPANY'S
POSTINGS AND
USE THEM AS
A MODEL WITH
YOUR MESSAGE.

you can write a thank you note and
include the fact you are hiring.
Many postings are job descriptions written by someone in human resources. Send
it over to marketing, and see what they
can do to help.
Another good idea is to review other
company's postings and use them as a
model with your message.
If you don’t have the time or inclination
to source employees through postings,
find a good recruiter. A recruiter’s job is
to know the industry and act as your sales

representative and take the message and
opportunity right to that qualified pool of
people you hope to hire.
Happy Hunting. w
Patrick Laforet is a senior recruiter
with over 25 years experience placing
sales, marketing and senior management positions all across North America.
He specializes in senior management
and all levels and roles in the franchise
vertical with over 11,000 LinkedIn connections in that market alone. His favorite all-time compliment about his work
was when he was described as a "trusted advisor" by the CEO
of one of his clients.
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I JUST CAN’T SELL

These guidelines will get you started on the right path to your authentic selling style.

Many franchises in the
home services sector require
franchisees to engage in the
sales process with the customer.
If you think you just can’t sell,
I promise you, you can.

I

n February of 2020, the world began
to change, and the tectonic plates that
underpin our personal, social, and business lives are still moving. For some
people, this is the time to hunker down;
others see opportunities in the changing
landscape, or simply must pivot due to a
lost job or other source of income. Irrespective of the reason, franchisors in industries
ranging from in-home senior care to preschools to gift basket delivery are reporting year-over-year stability or growth in
franchise development.
Home-based businesses are uniquely
attractive in 2021. With minimal or no
30 FRANCHISE CONNECT | JAN-FEB 2021

staffing or real estate requirements, and
reduced face-to-face exposure to customers, the appeal is obvious. Home services
businesses have an added advantage. As
Tim Smeltz, the founder of the driveway
repair and maintenance franchise NextGen
Great Sealcoating, recently told me, “Even
people that are not working from home
are spending significantly more of their
free time in their houses. Our homes have

truly become our sanctuaries, and people
are spending more on both upkeep and
the aesthetics of their home environment.”
His case is supported by the fact that his
first franchisee, who opened in May of
2020, took less than 90 days to break even
(according to NextGen’s franchise disclosure document). There are many brick and
mortar businesses that are equally wellpositioned, such as childcare, senior care,
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By Michael Peterson
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and fast-casual delivery, but the home
services sector has most certainly enjoyed
a lift in visibility.
For some, these obvious upsides can be
tempered by the daunting idea of becoming a sales person. If you are hesitating
to get into the home services space for
this reason, I have great news for you. Not
only can you sell, but without ever meeting you, I can tell you the sales style that
you should adopt to sell effectively and
eventually even become great at it.
To be clear, a great salesperson is not
someone that can “sell anything to anybody” or “sell water to a drowning man.”
Part of being a great salesperson is identifying someone’s need or want and helping them comfortably reach a purchasing
decision that fills it. Salespeople that “convince” someone to buy a product or service
that isn’t right for them are not great. They
are con artists.
So, how do you become comfortable in
a sales role? It’s simple, really. First, I’ll
share with you the two pillars of any great
salesperson, and then I’ll tell you how to
find your unique sales voice.

for a living, and of course part of my competitive landscape is simply non-franchised
businesses. Starting your own business
without a franchise does have advantages;
for example, franchisees have restrictions
on how they can advertise, or what products and services they can offer. If I were
to not acknowledge this, at best, my prospects would think that I didn’t understand
franchising; at worst, they would think I
was dishonest. By understanding the limitations of your model, you can contrast them
against the strengths, and again help the
customer reach the decision that is right
for them.

Pillar Two: Know your competitor’s
business as well as your own.
All business owners sell their own
unique value proposition. To effectively

communicate what makes your service different and valuable, you have to know the
market. When your prospect brings up either
a competitor, or even just a feature or benefit that a competitor offers, you’ll be much
better positioned if you’ve already studied
the advantages and disadvantages of the
competition. Also, and equally important,
your prospect may simply ask you questions
to see how well you know your business;
be prepared to answer them.
Zig Ziglar, one of the great sales theorists
of all time, famously wrote that “sales is a
transference of emotion.” This one phrase
has many layers; the fact that you have
to be enthusiastic about what you are
selling and that people make buying decisions based on emotion backed by logic,
rather than the other way around, are just
two. Another, which you may not have

LAY YOUR FOUNDATION
Pillar One: Become a scholar of your
business.
Study your competitive landscape and what
differentiators you offer. Understanding
both the strengths and weaknesses of what
you are selling is pivotal. I sell franchises
JAN-FEB 2021 | FRANCHISE CONNECT 31

considered, is that no matter how much
you believe in your service you will struggle
to covey enthusiasm if you are nervous. It’s
hard to be excited in the moment when you
are worried about your ability to answer
customer questions. Suffice it to say that Mr.
Ziglar was not referring to nervousness and
self-doubt as the emotions that you need
to transfer in a successful sale!

FIND YOUR VOICE
Of course, knowledge by itself will not
make you a great salesperson. You must
be able to transfer the appropriate amount
of knowledge, along with enthusiasm
and excitement, so that your prospect is
fully informed and not overwhelmed. To
32 FRANCHISE CONNECT | JAN-FEB 2021

accomplish this, you must have the knowledge base and know your best method of
walking the prospective candidate through
your process and ultimately decide to do
business with you.

Buy Your Own Offering
I don’t mean actually make a purchase from
yourself, but mentally go through the sales
process from a customer’s point of view.
Find the level of information, the tone, and
the communication methods that would
make you most comfortable if you were the
customer. Break your sales process down
into steps and analyze each step through
this lens. Ask yourself:
1. What information would I need to know

at this step to move to the next step?
2. What information would overwhelm me
at this stage? This is actually a difficult
mental exercise; we like to think that we
can just take in all of the information and
make a logical choice, but that is simply
not how we make decisions.
3. What information, if it wasn’t shared at
this point, would you feel was misleading by its absence?
4. What tone, approach, or style would take
you from considering to buying?
5. What would make you walk away from
the purchase?
These five questions, when answered for
every interaction along the sales process,
will illustrate for you your most authentic sales style. If you start from a base of
authenticity, and have a deep understanding of your service offering, you will be
able to sell comfortably. As you interact
with your first several prospects, go back
to your notes and see where you may have
been incorrect, or where you may need to
make minor adjustments to ensure what
you are saying and what your prospect is
hearing match up.
I told you it was simple! Using this process, you may not start out great, but you
will start out proficient. Most important,
you’ll be comfortable, because you are not
trying to force yourself into selling in an
unnatural way. If you continue to use this
lens to study your sales process, greatness
in sales is achievable. w
Michael Peterson is the president of
Franchise Beacon, a premier franchise
consulting and outsourced development firm. Michael is the author of the
bestselling How and Why to Franchise
Your Business, contributes widely to
franchise publications, and speaks
frequently on franchise sales and
compliance.
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The beautiful thing about a good franchise
system is that the franchisor gives the franchisee the needed support, training, and
resources to succeed. For someone who
lacks experience, or just doesn’t want to
have to experience all of the pitfalls or
rookie mistakes that small business owners
so frequently make, these franchise opportunities fit the bill quite well.

Feeling Stimulated?
Put that stimulus check toward your future.
By Christina D. McAmis, Esq.

This vertical of franchise offerings boasts
a wide array of opportunities for modest
or many Americans, the latest stimu- investments.
lus checks add a spot of color to a
bleak landscape. For some, however, Why invest?
the stimulus has been, dare I say, Well, many home service franchises offer
more stimulating. Some Americans are the flexible opportunity ranging from a
looking for ways to use their stimulus to suitable side hustle up through a full-time
both stimulate the economy and to stimu- career of business ownership. Many of the
late their future. I propose investing in a franchises available are suitable for those
home service franchise. What is a home who have never owned a business, have a
service franchise, and why do you want to full-time job but want to branch out, or for
invest? Read on my friend!
those who are just breaking into entrepreThe home service franchise brand neurship! I myself have two teenage boys,
belongs to a relatively broad industry who may or may not be pointed down the
covering a wide range of home repair and road to a college degree and beyond. I now
maintenance brands, such as residential find myself considering whether to invest
plumbing, gutter cleaning, home cleaning, in a home service franchise down the road
and other residential maintenance needs. for them. The idea has a lot of merit. The
These franchise brands more frequently opportunity would serve to teach them
have an in-home business model avail- about entrepreneurship, business ownerable. This means lower start-up costs and ship, responsibility, and possibly either
lower overall investment, making those fund their college dreams, or otherwise
small stimulus checks stretch a long way! set them on a path to financial stability.

F
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Why now?
Many of us just received funds that are
meant to stimulate the economy; by investing these funds in an opportunity such as
a home service franchise, not only are you
helping to stimulate the larger economy by
purchasing all of the necessary equipment
and supplies, but you are also stimulating
your own micro economy by investing in
your future and setting up a structure that
could continue to pay out long after the
pandemic has passed.
Now of course (I am an attorney, you saw
this coming), do your due diligence, and no
matter how inexpensive the startup, have
the documents reviewed by a franchise
attorney, and speak with a CPA to determine if the opportunity is a good fit for you,
or whether to keep looking. Stay safe, stay
sane, and Expand Your Brand™! w
Ms. McAmis is a franchise attorney
and CFE candidate. She is proud to be
part of the Shelton Law & Associates
Franchise Team. As part of the team
she works alongside clients offering
guidance and support as they achieve
their franchise goals.
Shelton Law & Associates (“SLA”) attorneys have 50+ years of business consulting, franchise, and trademark experience. Their knowledge
facilitates an understanding of a large variety of businesses,
services, and technologies. They help businesses protect their
Brands through trademark, copyright, and business contractual transactions. These services allow SLA to “Expand their
Brand®” through franchising. For franchisors, SLA provides
full outsourced in-house counsel.
Shelton Law & Associates additionally works with entrepreneurs buying franchises by assisting with business creation,
industry evaluations, franchise disclosure document review,
fairness factors, opinion letters and negotiations.
For more information or to schedule a customized consultation for your business, write to franchising@SLA.Law or call
(866) 99-FRANCHISE.
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Writing A Cover Letter, Yourself
Writing your own cover letter is nowhere near as hard or as intimating
as it seems.
By David N. Smith

A

re you planning on writing a cover
letter yourself, but you don’t know
where to start? Do you feel a little
overwhelmed by all that you might
have already researched about cover letters? Try not to stress too much; writing a
cover letter is really a piece of cake as long
as you keep a few things in mind.
As you are more than aware, your cover
letter is more or less a sales letter. You
are the product that you are selling. In a
nutshell, your cover letter needs to show
the employer why they would be crazy not
to hire you. Your letter will need to demonstrate your specific qualifications that
make you better than any other candidate
for that position. Your letter allows you to
personalize your résumé.
Another thing to keep in mind when writing your own cover letter is to keep it short
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and to the point. Remember you are not
the only person applying for the position.
Chances are the employer or hiring manager has a stack of résumés and cover letters sitting on their desk. It is unlikely that
they are going to sit and read a long cover
letter that goes on
and on. They will
more than likely get
through a sentence
or two and lose
interest and toss
your résumé with
your cover letter
aside. Therefore,
your cover letter should never be more
than a few paragraphs long and it should
never, under any circumstances, be longer
than a page. Anything longer than a page
is almost guaranteed to make a trip into
the black hole of cover letters that never
get a second glance.

START
YOUR FIRST
PARAGRAPH
OFF WITH YOUR
INTRODUCTION.

Start your first paragraph off with your
introduction. Address the letter to a specific
person, whether it’s the hiring manager
or HR representative. It’s important to
remember to have this name spelled correctly and the correct title. This is where
you introduce yourself and your reason
for contacting them. It’s here that you tell
them exactly why you want to work for
their company. It’s a good idea to do some
prior research of the company and include
that in this paragraph.
In your second paragraph, you should
incorporate some highlights from your
résumé that demonstrate how qualified
you are for the position. It’s key here to
keep in mind that you don’t need to write
your résumé word for word. Only highlight
those parts that pertain to the job. This is
where you really sell yourself. This is the
paragraph where you should dress it up to
impress. Put yourself in the employer shoes

BOOK

Start Here for Business Advice
and Financial Help
In his book and his Post Pandemic Fund, Brian LaCour
provides a path to success, even in hard times.
By Sara Jensen

and ask yourself if you meet the company’s
needs and how you meet them. Chances
are this will be your longest paragraph
but don’t get too carried away. There is no
need for the employer to know that you
volunteer at your local community center
every weekend teaching young kids how
to play ball. Remember, these employers
are looking for that one person who best
fits their needs. Use this paragraph to show
them that you are exactly what they are
looking for.
Your final or closing paragraph is where
you make yourself readily available for that
interview. After all, the whole purpose of
the cover letter is the land the interview. A
good idea is to tell the employer to expect
a call from you in a specific time to discuss
the opportunity further. End your letter
thanking them for their time and saying
saying that you look forward to meeting
them.
You might be tempted to use one of the
free samples of cover letters that you can
find online. I don’t recommend this. Writing the cover letter yourself is much more
personable than a generic sample letter.
A cover letter you write is customized for
that specific company and position. If you
were to send a basic letter, chances are it
will just be tossed aside. One last thing to
remember is to keep the page itself simple.
Make sure your spelling and grammar are
all correct. There is no need to go crazy
with funky fonts and strange margins. It’s
key to keep the cover letter neat, basic,
and easy on the eye.
Writing your own cover letter is nowhere
near as hard or as intimating as it seems.
Keep in mind these simple tips, and your
cover letter will open doors for countless
opportunities. w

B

rian La Cour and his book Start
Here offer a revolutionary
approach and innovative ideas
toward helping established and
new businesses and entrepreneurs to
succeed in today’s competitive world.
He is a seasoned global business advisor, who has been helping hundreds of
businesses over multiple decades at
home and abroad to grow. He has also
taught new business owners unique
methods and approaches to grow and
succeed rapidly. Based on his extensive experience, La Cour has written
a masterpiece to help readers understand and learn how to start a business,
tackle obstacles, and handle hurdles
along the way. Keeping in mind the
effects that the recent pandemic has
had on the business world, La Cour
is sharing his expertise and innovative ideas with business owners who
have endured loss. His advice has
helped readers recover and run their
businesses more efficiently and cost
effectively than ever.

COVID EFFECT
The world has been brought to a standstill. Beginning in February 2020, the
United States experienced its worst
macroeconomic shock since the 1930s.
As a direct result of the arrival of severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and consequent
measures to contain and mitigate viral
transmission, real output was on pace
to contract by as much as 8% in 2020,
marking the worst economic contraction since 1932. With the S&P 500
index facing its worst decline since
the financial crisis of 2008–9 from
February 19 to March 23 (–33.9%), the

median private sector forecaster was
projecting that unemployment would
reach 19.0% in May 2020, its highest
level since the Great Depression and
almost twice its peak in the aftermath
of the 2008–9 crisis.
Now it is up to us to find ways to
save ourselves and help all those who
find no hope in what is left. La Cour has
committed to donating proceeds from
his book Start Here to a Post Pandemic
Fund created by the International Franchise Group. The fund will assist new
business owners with initial start-up
costs, as in franchise fees and lease
deposits. The fund is also geared to
assist current small business owners
who are struggling to keep the doors
open. It will not only help small business owners with financial assistance,
but the business owners will also have
access to a business advisory service
that would normally cost between
$250 and $500 an hour at no charge.
His book Start Here is currently available
on Amazon and Barnes & Noble as a
prerelease. The full release of the book
on all national platforms is coming soon.
Order here: https://bit.ly/BrianLaCour
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Do you have a socially responsible business?
Converting it to a franchise could expand its
footprint.
By Holly A Ford

H

arry Belafonte instigated the idea
for the star-studded song “We are
the World” to alleviate the Ethiopian
famine. Belafonte contacted entertainment manager and fellow activist Ken
Kragen, who drafted clients Lionel Richie,
Kenny Rogers, and Stevie Wonder. The production escalated once Quincy Jones and his
extensive Rolodex were brought into the mix.
Michael Jackson was called in to write the
song along with Richie and Wonder, and word
of the collaboration quickly spread throughout
the highest reaches of the music industry.
Social entrepreneurship is a term that was
first used in literature in 1953 by H. Bowen
in his book Social Responsibilities of the Businessman. Social entrepreneurship is an altruistic form of entrepreneurship that focuses
on affecting positive social change. Social
entrepreneurs are forward-thinking change
creators who establish enterprises to drive
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social progress. They create innovative solutions for social, cultural, and environmental
challenges for humanity.
What is the difference between an entrepreneur and a social entrepreneur? A strong
distinction is that social entrepreneurs are
driven by collaboration not competition. Elon
Musk has proven himself to be a powerful
example of this when he opened his Tesla
patents to incite
world-wide technological collaboration,
an action that noticeably mystified business colleagues.
A second distinguishing factor is
simply focus. Social
entrepreneurs are
motivated by achieving a result that provides a sustainable
solution to complex

SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURS
ARE FORWARDTHINKING CHANGE
CREATORS WHO
ESTABLISH
ENTERPRISES
TO DRIVE SOCIAL
PROGRESS.

and deep-rooted problems. This does not
mean they overlook or minimize the importance of a strong bottom line. Rather it means
that profits are the results of the business’
humanistic contributions to society.
The success of social entrepreneurs such
as Jeffery Hollender, founder of Seventh Generation, and Helgesen, Fuchs, and Kurtman,
founders of Better World Books, unveil the
truth that humanity is seeking solutions to
positive global changes.
If you have a socially responsible business
that is impacting humanity with a profitable
and replicable concept, please contact me to
assist you in developing a franchise system
that will exponentially increases the footprint
of your solution.
The success of social entrepreneurs such
as Seventh Generation founder Jeffery Hollender and Better World Books founders Helgesen, Fuchs, and Kurtman unveil the truth
that humanity is seeking solutions to positive
global changes. w
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FRANCHISE YOUR
MOVEMENT

Holly A Ford is the founder and CEO of
international business brokerage Zarian
Firm and author of best-selling book
Create Your Own Wealth—A Collection
of 2-Minute Topics on Franchising. Ford
is a member of the Forbes Communication Council, contributor to 12 publications, and cohost of blog talk radio show,
Pillars of Franchising. Ford's mission to
"Empower Humanity with Creative Force" has ignited an initiative
to leverage franchising worldwide as a social entrepreneurial
catalyst for global change.
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TIPS TO SELECTING

A RELIABLE AND PROFITABLE
HOME-BASED BUSINESS
Here are a few franchise ideas that are reliable and show promise for success.
By Brian LaCour

A

home service business offers the best
home-based business opportunities. A
home-based business is a small business
that operates from the business owner's
home office. The prospect of working from home
has gained credibility over the years. Technology advances in computers, high speed internet
connections, video conferencing apps, dedicated
home telephone lines,
and cell phones help
to make a home-based
business a reality.
However, not all
home-based businesses are created
equal. The Internet is
littered with literally thousands of so-called
home business opportunities. Everything from
selling your junk in the garage to multi-level
marketing affiliate programs and dropship programs. All promising to make you more money.
Just simply follow our three easy steps and
you will be living a life beyond your wildest
dreams. I shake make head in despair knowing

WORKING FROM
HOME ALLOWS
FOR SOME GREAT
TAX DEDUCTIONS.
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that someone out there is going to believe the
hyperactive sales pitch and waste a lot of time
and money chasing some unrealistic pipe dream.
There are benefits of working from home.
Working from home allows for some great tax
deductions. No longer having to fight traffic each
morning will allow more time for things that you
find important. The greatest benefit in my mind
is the reduced overhead and initial startup cost.
A FEW OF MY TOP CHOICES:
Residential maid service that delivers reliable nontoxic and eco-friendly, floor-to-ceiling
house cleanings. That provides a dependable
and guaranteed clean that lets individuals live
their lives, without worrying about the cleanup.
The market size, measured by revenue, of the
residential cleaning service franchises industry
is $899.9 million. The average total investment
is $50,000–$125,000.
Home improvement companies that provide
services for aging homes in North America
are gaining momentum. Industry revenue
is expected to rise at an annualized rate of
1.7% to $96.6 billion over five years. A kitchen
remodeling franchise total investment is

$72,000–$129,000. A roofing franchise total
investment is $75,000–$250,000.
Senior care services franchises help patients
achieve their goal of staying independent and
healthy, allowing them to reside at home for
as long as possible. This is a great option for
those who want to create a secure, solid, and
highly profitable business that makes a difference in your community. The total investment
for a senior care franchise is $77,000–$150,000.
These are just few home-based franchise
ideas that are available. If you want additional
information on which concept would best fit
your skill set and/or would perform best in your
area, please feel free to contact us for a complimentary consultation. w
Brian LaCour is a certified franchise
consultant. He has more than 20 years
of business leadership experience in
driving fiscal results, strategic planning, saving costs, increasing revenue,
streamlining processes, and developing
top performing teams. LaCour’s passion
for helping people led him to the role as
president of the International Franchise
Group. Call LaCour at (561) 502-7283 or email him at blacour
@internationalfranchisegroup.com.

We pledge
you won’t be
disappointed!

COMMERCIAL BUILDING SERVICES
NEW BUILD

●

REMODEL

●

UPFIT

ITEK Construction + Consulting, Inc. | 627 Carlisle Dr. Herndon VA 20171
Phone (703) 261-6663 ● info@itekconstruction.com ● www.itekconstruction.com
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Home Safety Tips
Follow these guidelines to secure your home and
enhance your well-being at home.
By David N. Smith

C

reating a sense of comfort and peace
in your home is equal parts family
harmony and home security.
While we can do nothing about
family harmony, we can help you learn
preventative steps that add measurably to
the level of comfort and peace in your home
in the event of a burglary or fire.
Home security systems (burglar alarms)
provide a heightened sense of well-being by
alerting you to an intrusion attempt; however, many available units can also provide a
security call to local constabularies. A good
system should be mounted on an inside wall
away from direct sight from either the front
or back door. A two panel system is an even
more effective system; should one system be
rendered ineffective, the second panel can
still alert officials. Wireless alarm systems
can remain effective when wired systems
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may be compromised by skilled burglars.
Closed-circuit television (CCTV) can also
provide a means of identifying those who
may be lurking on your property. These
easily hidden devises can also allow you
to easily identify welcome visitors.
Security lighting is a key element in the
safety of your property and can make it easy
to see when you arrive home after dark.
Interior lighting that
is subject to a timer
may confuse burglars
as to whether there
are family members
inside. Outdoor lighting that uses motion
sensing technology
makes it difficult for
robbers to gain undetected access to any vulnerable areas of
your home.
The two primary doors burglars will

NEIGHBOURS
CAN BE AN
EFFECTIVE ALLY
IN KEEPING
YOUR HOME
SAFE.

attempt to gain access through are the
garage and back doors. They usually are
the easiest to compromise and they provide
the greatest concealment. Glass paneled
doors are a means of easy entrance into
any home, so consider replacing them with
solid core doors when possible. Replace old
locks with high quality mechanisms capable
of resisting lock-picking attempts as well as
prying and twisting. We also recommend
quality deadbolts. A peephole is also advised
when CCTV technology is not in use or in
tandem when possible. If your home has
sliding glass doors you can simply place a
wooden dowel or similar commercial grade
products like the charley-bar in the track to
make it difficult for the door to slide should
the latch be compromised.
With all the emphasis on doors, we
would be remiss if we failed to mention a
burglar’s favorite means of accessing your
home. It is far more likely that a window
will be left either open or unlocked than a
door. Because windows generally use latch
technology, a secondary blocking device
should be considered. Should you require
nighttime ventilation, be sure to block your
windows so that they will not open more
than a few inches.
Should your home be accessed by burglars,

a home safe can further ensure the safety of
your most valuable possessions.
Neighbours can also be an effective ally
in keeping your home safe. Neighbourhood
partnerships have helped home owners self
police the homes in their immediate area.
Those participating in Neighbourhood Watch
programs can assist others by picking up
mail, handbills, and newspapers. A burglar
will often look for homes with an accumulation of newspapers or postal deliveries to
assess the potential success of a robbery
attempt.
Should your home be robbed, there is a
way to assist police in the potential recovery
of your personal property. Engraving personal information on your valuables makes
it much more difficult for burglars to sell
your property to others. When it is determined that the property does not belong to
the seller, police may well be called, thus
increasing the chances that your possessions
will be returned. A few minutes marking
your valuables can prove beneficial should
a burglary occur. You should also consider
photographing and recording the serial
numbers of high-end possessions. Make
sure a copy of this information is stored in
a place other than your home to ensure its
availability in the event of a loss.
When it comes to fire prevention, smoke
alarms are a wonderful means of assuring
the greatest chance of safety in the event of
a fire in your home. The high-pitched squeal
is designed to awaken the deepest sleeper
and has helped families escape what might
otherwise be a horrific event. These cost
effective devices continue to be a technology that is easy to use and hard to justify
living without.
Making sure your home is safe from
potential burglary attempts does not need
to instill fear. The methods of home safety
and security are simply tools to help your
family enjoy the benefits of life without
needless apprehension. w

CONTROL YOUR FUTURE AS A FRANCHISED
NUSPINE CHIROPRACTIC AREA REPRESENTATIVE
Own the rights to a geographical territory, hire 1-3 licensed
chiropractors, open your very own franchised NuSpine Chiropractic
Clinic(s), and offer NuSpine franchise licenses to other financially
qualified prospective franchisees within your territory.
Earn as much as $14,500 in the initial upfront Franchise Fee
Commissions for each Franchise Fee sold as well as ongoing weekly
Royalty Fee Commissions from EVERY franchised NuSpine Chiropractic
Clinic within your own territory.
No industry experience necessary. Complete training and financing
available for financially qualified Area Representatives.
Go to www.franchisedevelopment.com/contact-us
NOW while the best territories are available!

Freddy O’Pry, Franchise Development
Franchising is our business-Our only business
Phone (281) 342-7474
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Invest in You

We often overlook ourselves as an investment.
Take time for personal development.
By Sara Jensen

I

f you are not investing in personal development, you may be limiting your true
potential. Personal development affects
your entire life, not just your work life
or your personal life. It’s amazing how many
people don’t try to improve themselves.
These are the same people that wonder why
they are not getting anywhere with their lives.

Here are some guidelines to help
you on your journey:
Imagine How You Want to Shape

01 Your Life

Without a vision, you won’t be able to determine what kind of life you want to live. You
need to balance what kinds of changes you
want professionally as well as personally.
The two will ultimately overlap. If you imagine yourself being more helpful to others,
this trait will become part of both. There
may be certain aspects of your personal
development that you believe are specific
to personal life but may eventually carry over
to your professional life. If you have wanted
to increase your skills as a community leader,
this could easily be incorporated into your
professional career. The key is to identify
and imagine what this new skill is going
to look like.

02

Assess Your Current Situation

Before you make any changes in your
life, determine where you stand with your
life as it currently exists. Assess strengths
and weaknesses to help you formulate a
plan to make the necessary changes.
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03

Set Goals

04

Consider Alternatives

05

Evaluate Your Progress

06

Keep it Simple

Once you know what your strengths
and weaknesses are, create some goals.
These should include high-level goals as
well as action steps. Most important, set
milestones with firm dates for these action
steps.

There can be valid reasons why certain
actions or goals can’t be met. Instead of
abandoning the entire personal development plan, come up with alternative steps.
Be careful not to simply fall back on these
steps because they are easier than the main
goals.

When you reach a milestone, see how
you did against the plan of action steps. This
is a crucial step, and it’s important to be
realistic and truthful. The best way to handle
this is to have someone else perform this
for you. It may not be easy to hear, but the
benefits will be well worth it.

If you add a bunch of unobtainable
goals to your plan, you are likely setting
yourself up for failure. This doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t try to push yourself. It just means
being realistic about your capabilities. w

TAKEAWAYS

WHY YOU NEED MENTORS
An effective mentor can lead you down the right path.
By David N. Smith

Y
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ou cannot know everything there is to know about
how to get where you want to be in life. While it’s
possible to learn the needed skills, this will take
time and likely a lot of money. Instead, what if
you had someone (or a group of people) who could help
guide you to success?
A mentor is someone who currently is where you want
to be. The relationship you have with a mentor can be an
official one, or it can be informal, such as following in the
footsteps of someone you admire. Mentors have experience
and have gone through the growing pains toward success.
They will know what kinds of training you may need or what
skills to develop.
More important, mentors can provide needed feedback
on what you are doing right and wrong during your development. This kind of advice is invaluable. You don’t want a
mentor who will hold back. Make sure you give them full
permission to be completely honest with you. Most worthwhile mentors will have no problem doing this for you. It
may be a hard pill to swallow, but you will be better off

rather than having mentors who sugarcoat your progress.
That won’t help you in any way.
The mentors you choose should have the experience
or skills you desire. Be sure to ask lots of questions about
what they expect from you, and ask what you can expect
from them. This expectation is important. Otherwise, you
won’t have any means of knowing whether the mentoring
relationship is working. If someone you are considering
as a mentor takes issue with your questions, this is a sign
they may not be right for you. It can also be more difficult
to sever the relationship once it has begun.
Should you pay for mentors? It depends on what you currently have available at your disposal and what you intend
to receive from this kind of arrangement. If, as previously
mentioned, there is someone who can act in a mentor capacity and they are willing to do this for free, then consider
doing it. On the other hand, paying for someone to help you
lets you hold them accountable. This is a crucial aspect of
mentoring. Without it, you could be spinning your wheels,
going nowhere. You don’t want to waste time. The reason
to take on a mentor is to save time in getting you farther
in your development. w
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Mosquito Hunters Is Growing Rapidly
& Buzzing with Excitement

I

Mosquito Hunters Surpasses 100 locations in 2020!

n addition to being focused on results and great
customer service, Mosquito Hunters strives to
provide immense value to its franchise partners. Mosquito Hunters understands the importance of both lead generation and speed to lead in
this fast-paced, everchanging world we live in. They
have a world class media team and an in-house call
center that does the heavy lifting for our franchisees advertising and day to day sales. This gives
their owners a unique opportunity to focus on local
customer relationship building that lends itself to
long term retention. The term virus has become an
everyday word in our society. The Mosquito Hunters business is built to fight and prevent mosquito,

tick and flea born illness and virus. By treating pest
breeding grounds using the Mosquito Hunters scientifically proven application program, a human and
pet friendly barrier is created around a customer’s
property.
With people spending more time at home and
outdoors, the Mosquito Hunters are able to provide
peace of mind and one less thing for their customers
to worry about. While many businesses struggled
to adapt to the Covid environment, Hunters experienced double digit growth in 2020. Their mobile, recurring, no contact with customer needed program
is considered an essential service that has proven
to be extremely resilient in the midst of a pandemic.

MOSQUITO HUNTERS
142 HWY 34
Holmdel, NJ 07733
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855 4-A HUNTER
franchiseinformation@mosquitohunters.com
www.mosquitohunters.com
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Lawn Doctor Continues to Kick Grass &
Expand Its Reach Throughout the Country!

L

Lawn Doctor Surpasses 600 Locations In 2020!

awn Doctor, the largest lawn care franchise
in the country, is comprised of locally owned
and operated businesses supported by a national brand. The Lawn Doctor family of approximately 600 franchise locations in more than 40
states uses proprietary technology and equipment,
designed and built in Lawn Doctor’s NJ manufacturing facility. Backed by a 100% guarantee, the
licensed services provided by Lawn Doctor help
maintain and improve overall condition and appearance of our customers’ properties, as well as protect
health and comfort with pest control services. Lawn
Doctor has been offering custom lawn care, pest
control, and tree and shrub care services to property owners since 1967 — and has been doing it in
ways the competition simply can’t match. The attention to detail and service means franchisees enjoy a
customer retention rate of 80%, the highest in the
industry. This incredible, long standing success is attributed to the quality of people within the organization and continued innovation to keep the brand
and related solutions relevant.
While those affiliated with Lawn Doctor embrace
its rich history, the brand is constantly evolving and
looking forward. In fact, Lawn Doctor recently experienced its single best year in 2020 after growing
same store sales by double digits. Being a mobile
and recurring service with no reliance on a storefront or face to face customer interaction, the company continues to thrive by providing its essential
services around the country. In a world of uncertainty, Lawn Doctor will continue to enjoy success in a
recession resistant and pandemic resilient business.

LAWN DOCTOR
142 HWY 34
Holmdel, NJ 07733

(732) 946-4300
franchiseinformation@lawndoctor.com
www.lawndoctor.com
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ecomaids Disrupts the Legacy
Cleaning Space!

e

ecomaids Rides the Green Wave Movement with 58 new Units in 2020!
comaids is the leading innovator
of environmentally responsible,
nontoxic residential and light
commercial cleaning services throughout
the country. They use the highest quality,
eco-friendly products certified by Green Seal
and EPA Safer Choice. Success begins with
a strong system. ecomaids provides a world
class media team and in-house sales center that manages the franchisees advertising and day to day sales. With their robust
technology platform, a franchisee can manage their business easily and spend time
where it matters; with their ecotechs and
clients. In addition to ecomaids’ green-forward approach to cleaning, these personal
connections that the brand fosters with clients keeps families coming back. Instead of
a single employee or contracted cleaners,
ecomaids sends the brand’s teams of ecotects to clean people’s homes in order to
speed up the process and make sure that
quality remains top-notch.
While many businesses are experiencing challenging times, ecomaids has consistently thrived due to the essential need
for disinfecting and cleanliness. Consumers
want to feel safe in their homes as well as
in the businesses they patron. ecomaids
use of science-based protocols provides
that peace of mind. ecomaids environmentally conscious mission lets customers feel
good about their services.

ECOMAIDS, LLC
142 State Route 34
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733
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(732) 946-4300
franchiseinformation@ecomaids.com
www.ecomaids.com/franchise-opportunities
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Join A Trusted Brand With Benefits
Start your own cleaning company with little startup costs, complete
support, and ultimately, financial freedom.

C

asey’s Cleaning Services offers owners the
experience and guidance of over 30 year’s
experience in residential, rental property,
hospitality and light commercial cleaning
services. Our founder started Casey’s Discount Cleaning Service in 1986 with a bucket, mop, broom and a
strong desire to deliver on an in-demand service. Cindy
Nacca developed an important level of trust with her
clients, quickly adding additional staff to support demand. Her crews were focused on providing attention
to detail, consistency and professionalism that clients
need and want from a reliable cleaning service.
If you have these same qualities and are dedicated
to establishing your own cleaning business, Casey’s
Cleaning Service has the right training, support, and
systems to help you get open, operating and developing clients. Our areas of development include
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and the surrounding communities, which are populated with hard-working
residents, small business owners, as well as private
Airbnb rental properties that need a reliable service
provider to provide cleaning services weekly, biweekly, and monthly.

Flexible Lifestyle
Clients book from early morning to late evening including
residential and commercial properties.
Personalized Vehicles
Branded, professional vehicles with logos, phone number,
and more.
A History of Success
Family owned and operated since 1986 – with a proven track
record of satisfied clients. Cindy’s daughter and son have
grown up in the business and are now part of the team.
Proven Marketing Strategies
Casey's Cleaning uses the latest technologies and predictable marketing strategies to help you scale your market
into the leading cleaning company.

PERKS OF OWNING A CASEY'S CLEANING BUSINESS
Simple Start Up
A simple start up with low-overhead, relatively no inventory
and smaller investment than other businesses.
Recurring Revenue and Simple Growth Method
Enjoy the perks of repeat customers, and have the ability to
grow with multiple smaller crews.

CASEY’S CLEANING FRANCHISE LLC
124 Carriage Way
Forked River, NJ 08731

(609) 242-1466
cindy@caseyscleaning.com
www.caseyscleaningfranchise.com
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ITEK Construction & Consulting

I

Full-Service Construction

TEK Construction is a full service construction
company, located in Herndon Virginia. Established
in 1994 with a clear strategy of continuing growth,
as a general contractor, ITEK Construction, Inc. has
built a solid reputation of stability and exceptional client services. Our quality and satisfactory services are
the reason why a large percentage of our business is
with repeat clients who place their trust in us. We are
committed to providing the necessary resources to
complete the project on time and within budget despite the many challenges that are encountered. We
manage all aspects of the commercial construction
process. Our talented and loyal staff is the core of our
success. Our team has broad skills and experience in
construction estimating, management, and project development.
ITEK believes that every client should enjoy a finished project with their expectations surpassed. The
owners are integrated in the construction process. We
continue to be recognized for our top-notch construction workmanship, superior commercial construction
services to our clients, highest level of safety standards and contributions to our community.
ITEK has been exceeding the established goals in
almost every instance. Pursuing satisfaction of our clients in the construction industry, we tackle each challenge with safe, reliable and innovative solutions.

We believe that the highest quality work and customer satisfaction result from adherence to these values.
SKILLS & KNOWLEDGE
We approach every project with one goal in mind; to
exceed client’s expectations. We are able to achieve
this goal because we hire the finest talent, manage
every detail, imagine the unknown and articulate it for
others, translate the new ideas into concrete forms
and set one of the highest quality standards in the
commercial construction industry.
APPROACH
Organizations demand fast and efficient projects that
do not interrupt their business operations. At ITEK,
project success is determined early on, sometimes
even before actual work begins. We continually seek
alternatives that will reduce the cost and duration of
each project, while maintaining clean, safe and unobtrusive construction sites. We seek to understand the
foundations of our clients’ criteria for decision making.

CORE VALUES
We believe that fostering relationships, constant pursuit of excellence, community responsibility and ethical behavior yield the highest quality of work. Project
success is determined by understanding our clients
needs, business objectives, and even their competitive
markets, in order to accurately define their real project
needs and constraints.

ITEK CONSTRUCTION INC.
627 Carlisle Drive
Herndon, VA 20170
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(703) 261-6663
oyazgan@itekconstruction.com
www.itekconstruction.com
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Build A Better Future with
The #1 Ranked S.T.E.A.M. Enrichment Provider
Choose your own path to a successful
children’s education franchise with
Snapology

T

he demand for STEM professionals is growing at a
rapid pace and so, in turn, is the demand for academic
enrichment programs. At Snapology, we understand
that children are meant to learn through play. When
children are actively engaged in hands-on, interactive learning
activities, their creativity flourishes and they show a greater
interest in school. If kids are happy, then parents are happy
and your business will flourish.
A Snapology franchise is truly unique—and not in just the
children's enrichment industry. We like to call ourselves the
unfranchise. We value collaboration, creativity, innovation,
and friendship. So what makes Snapology so great?
LOW COST
Snapology's franchise fees and royalties are affordable. With
multiple paths to ownership, Snapology is an easy investment.
HOME BASED
No need to lease a physical location. Snapology's programs
are built to adapt to any location. Choose from a completely
mobile, community-based operation, a brick and mortar discovery center, or a mobile STEAM lab bus!
REAL TERRITORIES
Each full territory includes 100 schools, the most among our
competitors. These large territories put you directly on the
path to running a profitable business.
ROBUST CURRICULUM
Snapology's curriculum
is constantly being expanded. With over 1500
hours of curriculum, you
can always be teaching
something new.

DOZENS OF REVENUE STREAMS
Just imagine the possibilities with the over 1500 hours of curriculum to offer for classes, parties, summer camps, scouting
events...and the list goes on. Birthday parties alone are a $10
billion industry.
UNPARALLELED CORPORATE SUPPORT
From general business support to systems support to curriculum and marketing support, we've got you covered.
ONGOING CONSULTING AND ADVICE
Snapology offers several channels of communication with
other owners and the talented team at Snapology HQ. There is
always someone there to help.
LEADER IN STEM/ STEAM EDUCATION
Snapology is leading the way in preparing the next generation for a demanding market. We are constantly innovating to
adapt to the needs of our communities.
WE FOCUS ON FUN
The primary goal of every class is that students have fun, which
makes your job fun and the students coming back for more!
COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
From the Brand Advisory Council to the highly anticipated
annual conference, Snapology truly believes that everyone's
voice should be heard.

SNAPOLOGY
1350 Old Pond Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15017

(412) 295-1545
bob@snapology.com
www.snapology.com
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BY THE NUMBERS

THE WHITE HOUSE HAS
132 ROOMS, 147 WINDOWS,
28 FIREPLACES,
8 STAIRCASES, AND
3 ELEVATORS SPREAD
ACROSS THE 6 FLOORS—
PLUS TWO HIDDEN
MEZZANINE LEVELS—ALL
TUCKED WITHIN WHAT
APPEARS TO BE
A THREE-STORY
BUILDING.

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT BEING ON THE
SERVICE STAFF AT THE WHITE HOUSE

THE WHITE HOUSE REQUIRES
ONGOING MAINTENANCE TO KEEP
IT LOOKING FRESH. UNLIKE MOST
OTHER HOUSES, HOWEVER, THE
WHITE HOUSE REQUIRES

MORE THAN

3,000 PEOPLE
WORK THERE
FULL TIME.

THE WHITE HOUSE
HAS A

42-SEAT

MOVIE THEATER.
THE WHITE HOUSE
STILL HAS AN EXTERIOR
POOL, ITS INTERIOR
POOL IS NOW HIDDEN
BENEATH THE FLOOR.

570 GALLONS

(ABOUT 3 TONS) OF
WHITE PAINT

TO COVER THE EXTERIOR, 300
OF WHICH ARE USED JUST FOR
PAINTING THE RESIDENCE.

THE WHITE HOUSE HAS A

SECRET ENTRANCE

FOR THE PRESIDENT AND
SECRET VISITORS. IT
OPENS ONTO H STREET
IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
AND PASSES THROUGH
TWO TUNNELS AND AN
ALLEYWAY BEFORE
ARRIVING AT THE WHITE
HOUSE BASEMENT.

Under a

$115,000

contract, new
carpeting will
be installed in
offices in the
West Wing,
East Wing, and
the Eisenhower
Executive Office
Building.

EACH WEEK, THE WHITE
HOUSE RECEIVES UP TO

30,000 VISITORS,
65,000 LETTERS,
3,500 PHONE CALLS,
100,000 EMAILS,
AND 1,000 FAXES.

work full-time in the residence, and

96 PEOPLE there are another 250 PART-TIME

EMPLOYEES. Among the jobs they do: butler, maid, chef,
plumber, doorman, and florist. The second and third
floors of the White House make up the residence.

PRESIDENTS COME AND GO, BUT THE SERVICE STAFF REMAINS THE SAME.

THE GOVERNMENT SIGNED A

$127,249

CONTRACT FOR "2021
INAUGURAL CLEANING," A
While John Adams moved into the White
House in 1800, it wasn't until 1833 that
indoor plumbing was installed. However, it
wasn't until 1853 that all of its bathrooms
had hot and cold running water.

PRESIDENTS CAN GET THEIR TEETH CLEANED ON-SITE.

If the president loses a crown, he won't have to go far to get it
replaced. Seriously: There's a dentist's office in the basement
of the building.
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$44,038

CONTRACT FOR "INAUGURAL
CARPET CLEANING," AND A

$29,523

CONTRACT FOR "INAUGURAL
CURTAIN CLEANING."
THE CONTRACTS WENT
TO DIDLAKE, A VIRGINIA
COMPANY THAT PROVIDES
EMPLOYMENT TO PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES.
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IT DIDN'T HAVE INDOOR PLUMBING FOR DECADES

Looking to
franchise your
business?
Looking to buy
a franchise?

Don’t get lost. We can help.
WWW.SLA.LAW
Fixed Fees. No Billable Hours.

YOUR OUTSOURCED IN-HOUSE COUNSEL

(866) 99 FRANCHISE
Helping You "Expand Your Brand®"

Helping franchises thrive
is important.
Our expertise and knowledge of franchise specific lending, combined with our full-service banking
capabilities, enables us to create solutions that fit your unique needs.
• Customized solutions for acquisitions or buy-outs
• Lending and real estate expertise for expansions and new construction
• Equipment financing for new purchases and upgrades
• Payment solutions to manage your business and cash flow effectively
• Employee benefit solutions
• Insurance options to help protect your investment1
See what we can do for your business. Stop by your neighborhood branch or contact us at
1-800-724-6070 or mtb.com today.

Equal Housing Lender.
Insurance products are offered by M&T Insurance Agency, Inc., not by M&T Bank; are Not FDIC insured; not a deposit in, obligation of, nor insured by any federal government agency; not guaranteed or underwritten by the bank; not a condition to the provisions
or terms of any banking service or activity.
All loans and lines of credit are subject to receipt of a complete M&T application, credit approval and other conditions. Other terms, conditions, fees and restrictions may apply.
Unless otherwise specified, all advertised offers and terms and conditions of accounts and services are subject to change at any time without notice. After an account is opened or service begins, it is subject to its features, conditions, and terms, which are
subject to change at any time in accordance with applicable laws and agreements. Please contact an M&T representative for full details.
©2019 M&T Bank. Member FDIC. 20435 (3/19)
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